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ture reveals many dogmatic statements concerning
those personal and professional ~ualities necessary
to make a most desirable school trustee. 1 These
tation and are not, therefore, based upon scientific
A survey of the field of professional litera-
statements are purely the resluts of Grm-chair medi-
there is very little which the "average, refined,
board members Hr. Hines states very conclusively that
investigation. For instance, in speaking of school
physicians, and college graduates usually make good.
board members, and that young men, nevlspapermen, men
An eY,.ually positive assertion is made by William E.
1 The term tfschool trustee" is used to mean city
and town school board memqers and township trustees •
"interfering with the actual vlOrking of the schools.,,2
Chancellor ·when he says that "men of large affa irs, "
. \' 2 L. N. Hines, "The Ideal Schoo~ Board Member from
. the Superintendent's Point of View~',~': <¥?Il'oce;eding'S, ".
N~ E. A., 1.91.1. " .~:- -
in subordina~e business positions and women usually
make poor board members. 3 Such an authority in the
field of school administration as Dr. Cubberley
lists very dogmatically the traits and qualifications
"
necessary in a good school board member. 4 Such state-
ments as those just cited provoke the question: "How
do these authorities know what characteristics make
up a good school board member?tt A second question
then arises: ~If a scientific investigation were
carried on to determine what traits are necessary to
make a good school trustee, would the conclusions
reached agree with t he conclusions drawn from 'arm-
chair meditations' by the authorities mentioned?~
These were ~he questions raised by Dr. J. R. Shannon
in a class in Public School Administration in which
the writer of this paper was present. Motivated by
Dr. Shannon's suggestions and her own growing interest
in the field, the writer undertook to find out by
scientific investigation just what qualities do make
desirable school trustees.
3'William E. Chancellor, Our Schools: Their
Administration and Supervision:-
~Ellwood P. CUbberley, Public School Administration.-
pp •. 211- ~12 •
3
· II. SCOPE OF THE STUDY
Geogra~hically this study was confined to Indiana.
Witbin the school organization' of the state, it in-
cluded three types of school trustees. In the first
place, it included a study of the township trustees
in Indiana, their traits and qualifications. The
trustees are elected in each township and bear approx-
imately the same relation to the township schools
and their administration as do the township boards of
three to five members in other states. In the second
place, this study considered the city school board
members in Indiana cities, and in the third place, the
town school board members in Indiana towns. The di-
vision between town and city was based upon the division
made in the Indiana School Director for the current
year. Since other cities and towns in the United states
have school boards in their school organizations, the
data and conclusions drawn in this study concerning
the qualifications of city and town school board mem-
qers may be easily comparable to other cities and towns
in other states.
III. STATEME~~ OF THE PROBLEMB
It is hoped that t he data used in this study will
enable the writer to answer specifically the following
questions:
"... 1. What. personal and professional traits should
be found iil them stdesirable township trustee?
2. What personal and profess,ional traits are
found in the least· desirable township trustee?
3. What personal and professional traits should
be found in the most desirable city school
board members?
4. What personal and professional traits are found
in the least desirable city school board members?
5. What personal and professional traits should
be found in the most desirable town school
board members?
6. What personal and professional traits are
found in the least desirable town school board
members?
IV. PROCEDURE USED IN SOLVING PROBLEMS
In the absence of an all-knowing power to reveal
the qualities necessary to make a good school trus-
. tee, dependence was placed upon the knowledge possessed
by those school administrators, who have been most
closely associated with the school trustees in the
past. Experience from this close business and pro-
.: fessional ..association should enable the school super-
:.)i~tendents to a.id in the defining of those traits neces-
sary in a most desirable school trustee. One man's
_. , ••• 0 _
exp'erience w1llnotbe given too great a credence.
additional facts relative to the individual whom he
characteristics. The first ten of these items concerned
. :,-,
questionnaires to the county,ci ty~ and town superin-
tendents in Indiana.
~:, "
. Ibid., PP. 211-212.
The questionnaire consisted of' twor parts. The
Several men's exper1enc.es, all tending toward a conmon
concl.uSion,xnay be said to be scientifically reliable.
The writer attempted to obtain such data by sending,
Items used in the ~uest1onnaires were, for the
most part, oased upon the destrab1.e and undesirable
traits of school board mem.ber s 11.sted by E. P. CUbberley
in his book on Public School Administration. 5
personal traits and ~he remainder of the twenty-seven
consldered the best or most desirable trustee.
first part was headed "Best" and asked the superin-
tendent to think of the most desirahle school trustee
The second part of th e Y,.ue stionnaire was headed
"Poorest" and was identical in every respect to the
first part except that the superintendent was asked to
call to mind the least desirahle school trustee with
wi th whom he had ever worked and respond to the twenty-
seven items that followed in light of that individual's
items concerned the professional traits of the school
trustee. At the end of part one of the y.uestionnaire
a space was left wherein the superintendent could state
·6
whom he had ever worked and respond to the twenty-
seven items relative to this indiv'idual's character-
istics. This part also provided opportunity at the,
end for further comment upon the individual considered
least desirable.
V. VALIDITY OF THE Q.UESTIONNAIRE AS A
SCIENTIFIC METHOD OF RESEARCH
Much has been said about the validi ty of the
questionnaire as a method of scientific research.
It must be admitted that the questionnaire method,
like other methods of research, has some very defi-
nite limitations, but, if it is "rightly used, it
is a proper and indeed an inevitable means of securing
information.,,6 Mr. A. T. Wylie, Educational Specialist
in New York City, after checking closely on the an-
swers given by pupils to a questionnaire, draws the
following conclusions concerning the questionnaire method
of research: 7 (1) The answers of any ~ individual
are not to be given too great credence. (2) The
answers of a number of individuals taken together are,
however, subject to the well-known laws of averages
and errors and so tend to correct one another that the
net total result has considerable validity and is
entitled to consideration.
6Carter V. Good, How to po Research in Education, p.134
7Andrew Tennant Wylie, "To What Extent May We Rely
upon the Answers to a Schoo 1 Q.uestionnaire?" in The
Journal of Educational Method, Vol. VI., p.257 ---
Believing that tihe questionnaire is the only valid
instrument that could be used in carrying on a study
of this nature, the writer feels justified in present-
ing the data collected by this method.
VI. MAILING THE Q,UESTIONNAIRES
on October 30, 1935, two hundred and fifty-
one questionnaires were mailed to all of the schobl
superintendents in Indiana as they were listed in
the Indiana School Directocy. Of t.tlis number, ninety-
two went to county superintendents, ninety-four to
city snperintendents, and sixty-five to town super-
intendents.
The response from these superintendents was most
gra tifying. Of the total m..Lrn.ber (251) sent, one hun-
dred eighty-eight, or 75 per cent, were returned.
Sixty-nine of the 92, or 75 per cent of the county
superintendents, responded; 'seventy-seven of the
ninety-four city superintenden ts, or 81.91 per cen t, re-
sponded; and forty-three of -~e sixty-five town super-




TO\VNSHIP T.RUSTEES AND 1BEIR QU1~IFICATIONS
To obtain data concerning the qualifications of
township trustees, questionnaires were sent to the
county superintendents, since these administrators
were most closely associated with township trustees
and were, therefore, more familiar with their quali-
fications.
I. DESCRIPTION OF ~uiSTIm~~AIRE
The questionnaire consisted of two major parts.
The first major part, headed "Best," was subdivided
into two minor parts. The first of these two sub-
divisions was titled "Personal Data" and considered
items one to ten inclusive. The purpose of these
items was to define those personal traits that are
essential to the success of a most desirable trustee.
The second subdivision was titled "Professional Data fT
and included items eleven to twenty-seven. These
items were designed to reveal those professional
traits most necessary in a desirable township trustee.
In answering the first major portion of the ~uestion­
naire, the county superintendent was asked to cooperate
py calling to mind the best township trustee with
.whom he had ever ,worked and to respond to the items
.relative to thisindividual' s characteristics. At
8
'Cheend of part one a space was left wherein the super-
intendent could state any additional facts relative
to the individual whom he considered the best or mos1i
desirable township trustee.
The second major part of the ~uestionnaire was
headed "Poorest" and asked the county superintendent
to think of the poorest township trustee with whom he
had ever worked and to respond to the items relative to
that individual's characteristics. The items and sub-
divisions in the second part were identical in every
respect to the items and subdivisions described above.
The second part also provided opportunity at the end
for further comment upon the individual considered least
desirable.
On October 30, 1935, a questionnaire was mailed to
each of the 92 county superintendents in the state. or
this number (92) 69, or 75 per cent, responded to the
first major portion of the questionnaire; 68, or 73 per
cent, responded to the second major division.
II. PRESENTATION OF DATA
A. PERSONAL DATA
1. Age and Sex. All of the township trustees con-
sidered either best or poorest by the county superin~
tendents were men. Item one on the questionnaire asked
the approximate age of the individual being considered
when he took the otfice of township trustee and the
approxiniate'agewherihe left it. A computation showed
I
~hat the mean pr average age of the'be~t township
trustees when taking office was 4l~72 years; the aver-
age age when l~~ving office was found to be 48.68 years.
'!'he average or mean age at which' the poorest township
trustee took office was found to be 48.85 years; the
average of the poorest when leaving was found to be
54.43 years. It is. interesting to note that the best
township trustees held office 7.11 years, while the
poorest held office 4.62 years--a differenoe in length
of tenure of 2.49 years.•
2. Education. It is generally conceded that an
education is necessary to success. I~ this be true,
township trustees are no exception. The following table
gives the level of education reaohed by the representative
best and poorest trustees in Indiana.
TABLE I
LEVEL OF EDUCATION REACHED BY THE BEST




F % F %
None 0 0 4 5.88
Elementary School or less 25 36.23 54 '79.41
High, ,Sc;b.ool or 'less 29 42.03 6· 8.82
College or less 15 21.74 4 5.88
Total 69 100.00 68 99.99
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From this ,tab~e it is seen that less than one-
half (42.03 per cent) of the township trustees con-
sidered best had done any work in high schoo~ A few
over one third ( 36.23 per cent) had an elementary
education or less. The fact that the least desirable
trustees were poorly educated is very obvious. Over
three fourths (79.41 per cent) of these poorest had
only an elementary education or less; four ( 5 per cent)
of the poorest trustees had no education at all. The
same number had had some college education.
These data show conclusively that even'· the best
of the township trustees in IndiaI13. are none too well
educated, since over three fourths of them have never
reached beyond high school level and a few less than
one half of these have never reached high school. Of
the poorest township trustees, only 14 per cent have
reached high school or above. It would be interesting
to know into what educational category the greater per
cent of the township trustees now in office would fall.
3. Occupation. Item Number 3 asked the county
sup'erintendents 'to state the occupation of the best or
poorest township truste~ at the time this trustee assumed
office. The purpose of this ~uestion was to determine
the occupational group or groups which fUrnish the greater
number of our township trustees for the administration
of the schools. An attempt was mad.e to use the occupational
olassifioation used·by the 1930 U. S. Bureau of Census.. I
TAm.E II
OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE BEST
'AND POOREST TOWNSHIP TRUSTEES
Occupation . Best Poorest
F % F %
I. Agriculture
A.. Farmer 47 68.12 45 66.18
B. Gardener 0 0 1 1.4'1
Total 47 68.12 46 67.65
II. Business
A. Contractor 0 0 1 1.47
B. Druggist 1 1.45 0 0
c. Grain Dealer 2 2.90 0 0
D. Groceryman 0 o· 1 1.47
E. Local Business 2 2.90 0 0
F. 1JIerchant 4 5.80 0 0
G. Sawmill Operator 0 0 1 1.47
H. Tile Maker 0 0 1 . 1.47
I. In.surance Agent 2 2.90 1 1.47
J. Stock Buyer 0 0 1 1.47
K. Salesman 0 0 2 2.94
Total 11 15.95 8 11.75
III. Trades
',A;' Barbel' 1 1.45 0 0
....------
B. Carpenter 1 1.45 0 0
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TABLE II (Continued)
c. pri'nter 1 1.45 0 0
D. Telegraph Operator 1 1.45 1 1.47
Total 4 5.80 1 1 ..47
IV. Laborer
A. Day LaQorer 1 1.45 4 5.88
B. Coal Miner 0 0 1 1.47
c. Section hand on R.R. 0 0 1 1.47
D. Shop 0 0 1 1.47
E. Trucker 0 0 1 1.47
Total 1 1.45 8 11.76
v. Professional
A. Teacher 2 2.90 1 1.47
B. veterinary S. 2 2.90 0 0
Total 4 6.80 1 1.47
VI. No Occupation
A. Jack of all Trades 0 0 1 1.47
B. Nothing Definite 0 0 1 1.47
C. Loafer 0 0 1 1.47
D. Blank 0 0 1 1.47
Total 0 0 4 5.88,
However, this classification was rejected for the reason
that if failed to draw sharp enough distinctions within
classes or groups to suit the investigator's present needs.
The classification used in presenting the data in Table
II is the writer's own and was made with the thought of
giving the best possible interpretation of the data gathered.
The numbers in the frequency columns in the table represen·~
the actual nwnber of times a given occupation was mentioned.
The number in the percentage columns represent the per cent
of the total returns from county superintendents that
reported individuals engaged in anyone occupation.
The conclusion that the most of the best and poorest
township trustees are engaged in agricultural pursuits is
a very obvious one, since 68 per cent of both the best and
poorest belong to the farmer groups. This situation is
easily understood when we realize that the number of the
rural torffiships which naturally draw their o:fficials from'
the predominate industry--agriculture--is so m~ch larger


















of occupations. from 1tlich to choose.
Business men comprise the next largest group
represented. 'They also furnish the next most desirable
group of trustees--l~ per cent ~lus of the total. Trades
and professions each furnish b per cent plus of the most
desirable trustees and 1 per cent of the least desirable.
The laborer group furnished only 1 per cent of the most
desirable and 11 per cent plus of the least desirable.
Those trustees considered under "no occupation" were found
to contribute nothing for which they could be rated as
"best" while they furnished 12 per cent of the ''Poorest't.
Every occupational group considered in Table II, with the
exception of the laborer group, contributed more desirable
trustees than undesirable ones.
4. outstanding Single Traits of the Best and Poorest
Township Trustees. Item Nlli~ber 4 asked that the superin-
tendent indicate wi th a check any trai ts listed that were
most outstanding. in the individual he was considering •..
Table III was compiled from the answers received to this
item.
This table indicates that honesty was checked as the
most outstanding trait in both the best. and poorest town-
ship trustees considered. It is significant, however, to
c:oID.pare the fr,eQuencies and percentages as they are in the
t;aple with what they might hav.·e been. Sixty-six of a
possiple 69, or 95 p~r cent plus, of the best were honest
,,!~hcile ,pnly26 of a 1>05sible 68, or 38 per cent, of the
~?p~esct w~~e indicat.ed asb~ing hone.st. It is interesting
16
TABLE III
MOST OUTSTANDING S INGLE TRAITS OF THE






Honesty 66 95.65 26 38.24
cooperativeness 62 89.82 11 16.18
Progressiveness 61 73.91 6 8.82
Intelligence 47 68.12 8 11.76
Courtesy 45 65.22 18 26.47
Tact 44 63.77 11 16.18
Temperance 41 59.42 17 26.00
Cleanliness 39 56.52 22 32.35
Initiative 34 -49.28 9 13.24
None indicated 1 1.45 18 26.47
to note and compare the traits appearing most frequently
on the "best" and "'poorest" sections of the questionnaire.
EVidently it is not so necessary that a trustee be clean,
temperate, and have initiative if he is honest, cooper-
ative, progressive, and intelligent. This statement is
supported by further evidence when the traits ranked as
most outstanding in the P90rer trustees are considered.
Here,with the' exception of "honesty" which ranked high
in' both oases, the' order is Quite reversed. Cleanliness,
oourte'sy,and' temper-anoe ~re the most outstanding, while
¢o'operattveness, initiative, and intelligence were least
-
outstanding. .It is significant, too, to compare the
trequencies of the highest ranking·traits in the "poorest~
category with' the total frequencies they might have had.
This comparison reveals "that all· of the traits, with the
exception of lfhonesty", have percentages of less than
one third. This means that approximately two thirds of
the trustees considered lfpoorest" had none of these traits
to any outstanding degree.
5. Other Personal Characteristics of the Best and
Poorest Township Trustees. Items 5 to 10 inclusive in
the two major portions of the q,uestionnaire were intended
to obtain other personal facts not brought out in the
items already considered. Table IV summarizes the answers
received to the se items.
Item Number 3, presented in Table II, of this thesis
concerned the occupations of trustees before taking office.
Item .Number 5, presented in Table IV, was a follow-up
question to Number 3 designed to find out whether or not
the individual continued his occupation after he assumed
the duties of his office. The data show that 86 per cent
plus of the best trustees continued their original occupa-
tions after taking office and that 73 per cent plus of the
poorest trustees did likewise. This would seem to indicate
one of two things: eitl:er the duties of a township trustee
are not of a nature in most cases to warrant a man's de-
voting full time to,it, or the compensation for the duties




OTHER PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS FOUND MOST OFTEN





5. Did the individual Yes 60 86.96 50 73.53
continue this occu- No 7 10.14 17 25.00
pation after taking Y&N 2 2.90 0 0
office? Bl 0 0 1 1.47
6. .Judging from the in- Yes 66 95.65 29 42.65
dividualts own wealth No 2 2.90 38 55.88
and standing in the Y&N 1 1.45 1 1.47
community, did he BI 0 0 0 0
manage his own per-
sonal affairs success-
fully?
7. Was he affected by a Yes 4 5.80 41 60.29
desire to stand in the No 65 94.20 27 39.71
community limelight, Y&N 0 0 0 0
or talk unnecessarily BI 0 0 0 0
about his own accom-
plishments?
8. Could he accept success Yes 62 89.85 15 22.06
without vainglory and No 5 7.25 52 76.47
defeat without becoming Y &. N 2 2.90 0 0
embittered? Bl 0 0 1 1.47
9. Was he alert and able Yes 67 97.10 17 25.00
to get things done? No 2 2.90 49 72.06
Y&N 0 0 0 0
Hl 0 0 2 2.94
10 •.. Did he have children Yes. 38 55.07 35 51.47
in school during his No 31 43.93 32 47.06
term in office? Y&N 0 0 0 0
Bl 0 0 1 1.47
19
The data for the nex'ttwo items (c and '1) reveal
that the best township trustees are successful in the
handling of their own personal affairs and are not affected.
by the desire to stand in the community limelight. Ninety-
five per cent plus of the best were successful in managing
r
their own personal business while 55 per cent plus of the
poorest unsuccessful in handling their personal affairs.
Ninety-four per cent of the best trustees were not affected
by the desire to stand in the community limelight while
considerably over one half (60 per cent) of the poorest
were so affected.
The percentages computed for Item 8 indicate that by
far the greater number (89 per cent) of the most desirable
township trustees could accept success without becoming
vainglorious and that over three fourths (76.47 per cent)
of the poorest trustees became boastful 0.1' success and em-
bittered if defeated. Item 9 shows conclusively that good
trustees, to the extent of 97.17 per cent, are alert and able
to accomplish maximally.
Item 10 was based on an assumption that the writer has
sOcCten heard expressed, namely, that township trustees
with children,in school,will be more interested in the school
and will render the greater services because of that interest.
No very definite oonclusion can be drawn from the data pre-




The second minor division of the y.uestionnaire
included Items'll 'to 27 and was designed to obtain data,
conoerning the professional characteristics of the best
and poorest tovmship trustees. Table V presents the data
obtained.
The data collected for Items 11 and 12 will warrant
the conclusion tha t the best township trustees (92 per
cent) do not practice nepotism and (65 per cent) are free
from political influences vnlile 69 per cent of the poorest
trustees do practice nepotism and 91 per cent are influenced
from political sources.
Items 13 and 14 show that 92 per cent plus of the best
trustees were free from denominational and fraternal in-
fluences, but the data also show that almost three fourths
of the poorest trustees wer e also free from these influences.
The conclusion can be dravm then that the majority of town-
ship trustees, both desirable and undesirable, are free from
denominational and fraternal influences.
That the ability to think independently of others is
a most essential trait is very obvious since, all of the best
(100 per cent) tovmship trustees have that ability and over
fifty per cent (52 per cent) of the poorest ones do not.
Closely related to this item is the ability to resist pres-
sure as considered in Item sixteen. Here the same conclusion.
can he drawn. The best trustees are far more able to resist
outside pressure than are the poorest ones.
21
TABLE V
PROFESSIONAL .~U.A.LITIES .OF THE BEST AND
POOREST TOVfrJSHIP TRUSTEES
Ans Best Poorest
F % F c"'1°1
11. Individual practice Yes 4 5.80 47 69.12
nepotism? No 64 92.75 20 29.41
Y&N 1 1.45 0 0
Bl 0 0 1 1.47
12. Free from political Yes 45 65.22 6 8.82
influences? No 21 30.43 62 91.18
Y&N 3 4.35 0 0
Bl 0 0 0 0
13. Free from denonination- Yes 64 92.75 49 72.06
al influences? No 4 5.80 . 18 26..47
Y&N 1 1.45 0 0
Bl 0 0 1 1.47
14. Free from fraternal Yes 64 92.75 50 '73.53
influences? No 3 4.35 16 23.53
Y&N 2 2.90 0 0
Bl 0 0 2 2.94
15. Could he think for Yes 69 . 100 27 39.71
himself? No 0 0 36. 52.94
Y&N 0 0 3 4.41
Bl 0 0 2 2.94
16. Could he resist Yes 68 98.55 20 29.41
pressure? No 1 1.45 46 67.65
Y&N 0 0 0 0
Bl 0 0 2 2.94
17. Explain reasons for Yes 69 100 13 19.12
his actions? No 0 0 54 79.41
Y&N 0 0 0 0
Bl 0 0 1 1.47.
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TABLE V (Continued)
18. Did you consider him a Yes 1 1.45 22 32.36
ra-dical individual? No - 67 97.10 42 61.76
Y&N 1 1.45 1 1.47
B1 0 0 3 4.41
19. Was he conservative? - Yes 34 49,,28 34 00.00
lifo 24 34. '/8 22 32.35
Y&N 8 11.59 3 4.41
B1 3 4.35 9 13.23
20. Vias he liberal? Yes 47 68.12 15 22.06
No 8 11.69 37 54.41
Y&N 6 8.70 1 1.47
Bl 8 11.59 15 22.06
21. Save time and transact Yes 6'7 97.10 10 14.71
business with No 2 2.90 55 80.88
efficiency? Y&N 0 0 2 2.94
Bl 0 0 1 1.4'7
22. Show any initiative in Yes 58 84.06 1'1 25.00
sponsoring cormnunity No 11 15.94 4'7 69.12
projects? Y&N 0 0 2 2.94
B1 0 0 2 2.94
23. Did he always consider Yes 63 91.30 5· '7.35
the welfare of the No 4 5.80 62 91.18
school? Y&N 1 1.45 0 0
B1 1 1.45 1 1.47
24. -Did he show any great Yes 62 89.86 12 17.65
interest in community No 7 10.14 03 77.94
problems? Y&N 0 0 0 0
Bl 0 0 3 4.41
25. Contribute to moral Yes 65 94.20 2 2.94
and- intellectual life No 1 1.45 64 94.12
of community? Y&N 1 1.45 1 1.47
B1 2 2.90 1 1.47
servative.
or liberal in their attitudes. The data show that close to































26. Consider a"proposition Yes 68
tnoroughly before giving No' 1




or not the best township trustees are radical, conservative,
to explain reasons for his actions which implies that his
actions are well considered and reasonable.
70 per cent (68.12 per cent) of the best trustees were liberal
in their views tind that over ~O per cent (54.41 per cent) of
the poorest were illiberal. The data show emphatically that
~he best township trustees are not radical an& th&t approxi-
mately 50 per cent of both the best and poorest are con-
Item 17 points to the fact that a good trustee is able
The da1;a for Items 21 to 25 can be summarized in the
#ollowing statement: it is emphatically true that the best
to"wnship trustees ba ve a sense of time efficiency, and willing
s.1?onsors of community projects, always according to the re-
~'~J:l.s !J.av.e the welfare of the school uppermost in mind, and'
show great interest in community problems. The data show
also 'that over three fourths of the poorest trustees do not
24:
possess a time sepse, do not sponsor corruaunity projects,
do not always consider the welfare ot: ,the schools, and do
not show any great interest in community problems.
The response to Item 25 indicates that the best town-,
;
ship trustees contribute s ometh ing to the moral tone and
intellectual life of the community. Ninety-four per cent
of the best trustees did contribute to the moral and intel-
lectual tone of the community and 94 per cent of the poorest
did not.
The data for Item 26 inaicate that 98 per cent of the
most desirable trustees always consider carefully a propo-
sition made by the alperintendent before giving an opinion.
Of the poorest trustees, 75 per cent plus expressed opinion
on propositions made by the superintendent without giving
careful considerat ion.
The following conolusion may be drawn from the data
presented relative to item twenty-seven: approximately 60
per oent of both the best and poorest township trustees
never consented to a proposi ti on jus t because they knew the
superintendent favored it. The data show that approximately
38 per cent of both groups did consent to a proposition just
because they knew the superintendent favored it. This may
be explained in two ways: either the trustees hoped to gain
favor Wit? the superintendent by consenting to a proposition
fa~ored by him, or they recognized him as an authority on




At the end of each major. par.t of the y,uestionnaire
the fol!lowing request was made: ,"In a brief statemen t give
any additional material why you consider this individual
you have been thinking of the most (or least) deSirable
you have ever known." The responses to this request were
in varied forms and trea~ed many experiences and traits.
A total of 38 comments were made. Twenty-three of the 38
added material concerning the most desirable township
trustee, and 35 of the 38 added further comment upon the
individual considered least desirable. The inves"tiga tor
attempted to translate these responses into certain co~non
terms. These terms, together wit_h the number of times they
were used in translation, and also their percentages appear
in Table VI. Some co:mm.ents contained -several statements,
each one of which could be translated under a different
heading. This accounts ror the fac t too t the total fre-
quencies do' not equal the number of comments given in each
major portion of the y"uestionnaire.
Table VI shows that the most outstanding trait men-
tioned in addition to those considered in the formal part
of the q.uestionnaire was IJrespect for authorityff. What is
meant by this term can best be explained by the follOWing
quotation taken from one of the q.uestionnaires: "He yielded
to the superintendent in matters in which he felt himself
less informed.":
"Social mindedness lJ was placed second in importance.
- -
':Chis term 1s interpreted to mean "public minded" or in the
.,
The next two traits, broad-mindedness and common sense,
responses obtained on both the best and poorest individuals
to mean the ability to see ahead and anticipate situations.
















ADDITIONAL TRAITS AIDING IN CLASSIFICATION
OF TOWNSHIP TRUSTEES AS ftBEST"
. The last two items, experience and vision, each had
words of one of the ~uestionnaire answers: fJFelt he owed
a freQuency of three. Of the three people considered best
because of experience, two had been teachers and the third
had been an attendance officer. The term vision was translated
the community a service. 1t
are of e~ual importance since both appeared six times. These
two traits were relatively easy to translate since many
superintendents merely listed the terms "broad-mindedness lt
and Itcommon-sense tt in their answer•
-
ihe seoond highest ranking trait contributing to the
making at an undesirable trustee is nunworthy use of leisure. tt
It is significant that the trait "self-centered" ranks
high in this table since its opposite, "sooial mindedness",
ranked high in Table VI. A typical response, translated to
mean self-centered, was: ~Self-centered--wouldoppose any-
thing unless he initiated it. Had the idea that he knew
more than any one else."
An e~ually undesirable trait is that of "money-mindedness."
This term can best be explained in ~he words of one of the
county superintendents: "This individual thought more in terms






















ADDITIONAL TRAITS AIDING IN CLASSIFICATION
.OF TOWNSHIP TRUSTEES AS "POOREST"
schools.'"
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Rere the typical answer concerned the individual frequenting
pool rooms, ttbeer jointstt and the like.•
The trait' "'easily influenced" was transla ted from such
answers as: ItHe allowed too much dictation tt , or ttinfluenced
by high-pressure salesmen. tt
"Foorjudgment" was the actual term used by three county
superintendents in their description of the most undesirable
township trustee with whom they had ever worked.
The next two terms, ttnarrow-mindedness tt and ttdecei t-
fulness" , were derived from some such statement as this:
"He was narrow; did not trust his employees; talked about
his ~riends; belittled his teachers. at
It 1s unfortunate that so many responses had to be
classed under the heading nunclassified" but it was beyond
the power of this v~iter to know just how to translate such
a statement as this: "He was the abortive by-product of a
community brain-storm. f ' This and other statements of similar
character make-up the unclassified section.
CHAPTER III
CITY SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS AND THEIR ~UALIFICATIONS
I. SHULAR STUDIES
It is always interesting when conducting a research
to note other studies of a similar and related nature. For
this reason certain studies will be considered in connection
with the SUbject of this chapte.r and ft"elJ.,uent reference will
be made to them throughout the chapter.
Three rather significant studies similar to this one
have been made. The first of these was made by C. H. Hoel
on "Trai ts and ~ualif'ications of' School Board Iillembers in
Ohi~",.l Mr,., Hoel states that his purpose is: ftto determine
the fitness of the member (school hoard member) as shown in
the amount of school training, success in business life,
interests in th e community, and in the public schools, and
in service as board members tt • 2 The procedure in Mr. Hoe~s
study was similar to the one used in tllis one. ~uestionnaires
were sent to the superintendents of the various school ad-
ministrative units in Ohio. These included city, exempted
1 .
C.H. Hoel, ttTraits and Q,ualif'ications of' School Board
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village, the cou~ty, the local village, and the rural dis-
tricts that come under county organization. The conclusions
drawn in Hoel's study will be considered in this chapter in
connection with the conclusions dravm from the data presented
in this writer's study.
A second study that may be related to this one being
undertaken by this writer was conducted by George G. Struble
of the School of Education, Kansas Uhiversity.3 Mr. Struble
states hi.s problem in the f'orrn of a I.l.uestion: "Wha t type of
person, with reference to vocation, age, family, length of
service on the board, and teaching experience, make the best
school board members?n4 To obtain material, Mr. Struble sent
a q,uestionnaire to the ci ty superintendents of 275 ci ties
selected at random over various parts of the United States.
The conclusions reached by Mr. Struble will be considered in
their relation to the conclusions reached by this writer.
A third study conducted by J. F. Hines, Superintendent
of Schools, Plankinton, South Dakota, attempted to ascertain
the "composition and training of school board members in
twenty different independent school districts~~ ~~. HinBs
says he does not attempt to prove any point but merely to
gather some facts which might be of interest to school people
generally•
.3' GeorgE;! G.. Struble, "A Study of School Board Personnel. n
American School Board Journal. Vol. 65. October, 1922.
~"Ibid., p. 46
~'J.: F. Hines, ltQ,ual'1fica.tioris·of School Board Members. n
American School Board Journal. Vol. 77. August, 1928. p. 38
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II. DESCRIPTION OF ~UESTIONNAIRE
In the absence of an all-knowing power to reveal the
q,ualiti-es necessary to make a good city school board member,
dependence was placed upon the knowledge possessed by those
city school superintendents, who have been most closely as-
sociated with school board members. The investigator sought
this knowledge by a questionnaire, which differed from that
sent to the county superintendents only in the fact that it
was' printed on white paper. It consisted, as did the other,
of two major parts: "Best and Poorest"; each major part was
subdivided into two minor parts--"Personal Data" and "Profes-
sional Data.~ A copy of this questionnaire and the letter
that aocompanied it will be found in the appendix.
On October 30, 1935, a copy of this questionnaire was
mailed to each of the 94 city superintendents listed in the
Indiana School Directory for the current year. Of this number
(94), 77, or 81.91 per cent, responded to the first major
portion of the questionnaire, and 75, or 79.'79 per cent,
responded to the second major portion of the questionnaire.
III. PRESENTATION OF DATA
A. PERSONAL DATA
1. Age~.~. George G. Struble 6 in his "Study of
School Board Personnel, n: found that the median age of school
board members was 48.38 years. From his data Mr. Struble
draws the conclusion that' the maximum of efficiency of board'
mem'bers:i,sreached between the fortieth and fif'tieth year.
This, student found the mean age at which the best board
32
members 'took office to be 43.27 years and 51.576 years
when leaving. ~e poorest board members were found to
take office at the mean age of 48.08l.years, and to leave
theotrice at the average or 53.043. It is interesting
'to note that the average length of office tenure for the
most desirable city school board members was found to be
8.31 yearsj for the least desirable city school board members
the office tenure was found to be 4. 96 years.
Of the total number (77) of individuals considered
tlbest" city school board members only 3 were women. Of
the r13 individuals reported as "poorest", 5 were women.
Thus 3.89 per cent of the best were women and 6.85 per cent
of the poorest were women. Of course, too few women were
considered to warrant the drawing of any definite conclusion
concerning the relati ve desirability of men and women on the
school, board.
2. Education. Item Number 2 asked the city superin~
tendent to check: the level of education reached by the
individual he was considering. Table VIII shows the results
obtained for this item. The frequency column is absolute,
being' the actual number of times a oertain level of education
was checked. The percent'age column shows the percent of
the total numbe,r answering the i'tem. that checked a certain
educational level.
",lfhe data indiqate that 77 per cent plus of 'the most
.-
desirable ci ty se,hool b.oard, ma:nbers have had some college
training; '16 per cent plUS have had some high school training.
On the ather hand, most o,f the least desirable ones
7"!ioel, '.2.2.. cit., p'. 39
TABLE·VIII
LEVEL OF EDUCATION REACHED BY THE BEST
AND POOREST CITY SCHOOL BOARD
MEMBERS
-
the poore~"t ones had n.e'Yer reached beyond elementary school.
e. R. Hoel, in his study of school hoard members tn Ohi,o,
round the a~erage amount of training for the city school
board members to be 12.72 years.? Of the eighty city sohool
board men considered in. the s.tudy conducted by, J. F. Hines,
31: per oent, were 'high school gradua'tas, 29 per oent were eighth
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Best Poorest.
F % F %
1
0 a 1 1.33
4 5.19 32 42..67
15 16.88 19 25.33
60 77.92 23, 30.67
Amouht of Education
Elementary School or Less
High School or Less
College or Less
None
(42 per cent) had only an elementary school education or less;
one fourth, or 25 per cent, reached high school. Thus almost
70 per cent (42 plus 25 e~uals 57 per cent) of the poorest
never reached college. The data presented in Chapter II
co~cerning the level of education reached by township trustees
ahowed that that group of school administrators had never
'reached beyond high school in the nbest~ group and most or
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grade graduates, 21 per cent were college graduates, and
19 per cent had never reached the eigh~h grade level. 8
3. Oooup·a tion. Item Number 3 asked the city superin-
tendents to state the oocupation of the best or poorest city
school board member at the time this individual assumed
office. The purpose of this question was to determine the
ocoupational group or groups which furnish tlJe greater number
of our city sohool board members for the administration of
the schools. The classification used in Table IX is the
same one used in Chapter II, page 12, with the exception of
two additional groups: the clerioal group, and the managerial
and exeoutive group. The numbers in the frequenoy column in
the table represent the actual number of times a given occu-
pation was mentioned. The number in the percentage columns
represent the per cent of the t.otal returns from city school
superintendents that reported individuals engaged in anyone
oooupation.
It is noted from the data tha t the business group furnish
"the most of the best oi ty"school board members. The professions
~
furnish the next largest per cent (32.48 per cent) of the best.
It is' significant that the professional group also furnish the
greatest number of poorer board members·, while the business
group, furnishing most of the best, ranks second in its contri-
bution of the least desirable ci ty school board members. It
is interesting to note that the business and professional groups
.
furnish 7~.06 per cent of the most desirable school board members
and 57.55 per cent of the least desirable ones.
8 mnes, £.2.- .ill., p. 38
TABLE IX
OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE




F % F %
I. Agriculture
A. Farmer 1 1.30 0 5.67
B. Retired Farmer 0 0 3 4.00
'Jfutal 1 1.30 8 10.67
II. Business
A. Insurance 3 3.90 1 1.33
B. Druggist 4 5.20 0 0
C. Merchant, 6 7.79 3 4.00
D. Bus iness Man 7 9.09 4 0.33
E. Real Estate 1 1.30 2 2.67'
F. Hardware Salesman 2 2.60 1 1.33
G. Undertaker 1 1.30 0 0
H. Grain Dealer 1 1.30 0 0
it. Manuracturing 4 5.20 2 2.67
J:. Bro.ker 1 1.30 0 0
K. Lumber Business 1 1.30 0 0
L. Contractor 1 1.30 1 1.33
M. Coal Mine Operator 0 0 1 1.33,
N. Miller 0 0 1 1.33
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TABLE IX (Continued)
o. Salesman 0 0 3 4.00
P. Capitalist 0 0 1 1.33
Total 32 41.58 20 26.65
III. Trade
A. Painter 1 1.30 1 1.33
B. Carpenter 0 0 1 1.33
~otal / 1 1.30 2.67
IV. Laborer
A. Laborer 0 0 1 1.33
~otal 0 0 1 1 0 33
v. Professional
A. Lawyer 7 9.09 5 6.67
B. Doctor 7 9.09 8 10.67
c. Dentist 0 0 1 1.33
D. Banker 4 5.20 4 -5.33
E. Retired Banker 0 0 1 1.33
F. Professi onal 1 1.30 2 2.67
,-
G. Teacher 1 1.30 2 2.67
H. Electrical Engineer 1 1.30 0 0
I. Engineer 1 1~30 0 0
;T. 'Editor I, 1.30 0 0





















































































d. Mgr. Mfg. Plant
C. Treas. in Glass factory
A. Mgr. Public Utilities
A. Office Clerk
L. Architeot
I. Pres. Mfg. Concern
G.¥gr. of factory
H. Factory Executive
B. IvIgr. Power Corporation
B. Ass't Cashier in Bank
E. Bookkeeper








VII. Managerical & Executive
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TABLE IX (Continued)
,L. Seety in Industry 0 0 1 1.33
Total 13 15.90 3 3.99
VIII. Unclassified
A. "None of Your Business lt 0 0 1 1.33
B. Housewife 2 2.60 4 5.33-
C. Federal Position 0 0 1 1.33
D. Mill Foreman 0 0 1 1.33
E. Mail Clerk 0 0 1 1.33
F. Clubs & Politics 0 0 1 1.33
G. Carriage Manufacturer 0 0 2 2.67
H. No Occupation 0 0, 1 1.33
I. Blank 1 1.50 3 3.99
Total 3 3.90 15 19.94
The managerial and executive group follows by contri-
buting approximately 16 per cent of the "bes1;u and 4 per-cent
of the ttpoorest".
The agricultural group furnish a fraction over 1 per
cent of the "best", and 10.67 per cent of the "poorest".
It is diff'icultto draw any definite conclusions concerning
the trade, labor, and clerical groups since so few cases were
'reportea. belonging to these groups.
,C.H~ Roel draws a conclusion similar to the one that
can be drawn in this study, namely, that business men comprise
39
the larger per cent of city school board members. 9
George G. Struble concludes that. the professions
rank fairly high, at least in comparision with the mer-
chants, who formed the largest group in his study. Mr.
Strublets term "merchants" includes almost the same type
I
of persons as were listed under the "business" heading in
this ~tudentts study.IO
4. Outstanding Traits. In Item 4 of the ~uestionnaire
the city superintendent was asked to check the trait or
traits listed that he found most outstanding in the individual
he was considering. Table X indicates the results. The numbers
in the frequency column are absolute and indicate the actual
number of times a certain trait was checked.
The percentage column shows the per cent of times a trait
was checked in relation to the total number of times it might
have been checked.
It is interesting to note the almost complete reversal
of the rank of traits for the best tlnd poorest city school
board members. Cleanliness, honesty, courtesy, temperance,
and initiative rank high mnong the poorest board members;
intelligence, honesty, cooperativeness, progressiveness, and
tact rank highest among the most desirable city schoo.! board
members considered. A comparison of the percentages should
be made. It is noted that the trait intelligence was checked
as most outstanding on 85 per cent plus of the questionnaires.
Now note that the trait ranked highest on the "poorest"
9. Hoel , .2£... cit., p. 40
lOstruble, .2£. cit., p. 48
,p.p~e,J.,~t at most had, only one, of ,the traits to any outstanding
,.;:.' " v ~-, ._' ".' \...~ . • •. ;/
section of the y.uestionnaire (cleanliness) was checked only
,41.,per cent of the,seventy-five times it mighthave been
checked (freq.uency of '15 ~q:uals 100 per cent). This difference
i~.the percentages is maintained consistently for all of the
,~F7'aits. except. "clea,nliness; ~These differences in percentages
:WO.uJ.,d.: ip,dicate-t,hot over one half of the poorest trustees had








MOST OUTSTANDING SINGLE TRAITS OF THE
BEST A~~ POOREST CITY SCHOOL
.' .BOARD MEJ!JIBERS
Trait
Intelligence 66 85.71 16 21.33
Honesty 65 84.42 24 32.00
Cooperativeness 64 83.12 9 ' 12.00
Progressiveness 56 72.73 9 12.00
Tact 4'1 61.04 b 6.67
Courtesy 43 55.84 24 32.00
Initiative 38 49.35 16 21.33
Cleanliness 36 46.75 31 41.33
Temperance 36 46.75 25 33.33
None Indicated 3 3.90 18 24.00
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5. Other Personal Traits. Items 5 to 10, inclusive,
in the ~uestionnaire took into account other personal charac-
teristics not already considered in the foregoing data. To
answer these items, the superin.tendents were asked to check
their ans~ers either "yes" or ~no" in the spaces provided on
the right side of the ~uestionnaire. Most of the answers r
received were checked in one of the two spaces provided.
However, some were checked both "'yes ff and "no ff in answer to
the same ~uestion. These the writer has taken care of under
the heading in the table as "Y & N'~ff Some answers were
checked either "yes" or "no" and then Qualified by a witten
statement. These, too, were tabulated under the uY & N"
heading. 11 fourth heading, ftEl" was made to indicate those
Questions for which no answer was checked.
The data recorded for Item 5 show that it makes no
difference in the success or failure of an individual as a
board member whether or not he continues his occupation after
being elected to the board.
It is also true that over one half of both the "best"
and "'poorest" city school board members manage their own
personal affairs successfully. It must be noted, however,
that a much larger per cent of the tlbest" (98.70 per cent)
school board members are able to manage their affairs than
are the "poorest ft ones, who manage successfully to the
i . ex"tent of 54.67 per cent:--a difference of 43 per cen't. In
the study conducted by C. R. Hoelll the superintendents were,
asked to rate the success of each member in his ovm business ,
11 Roel t ~. cit. t p.40
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TABLE XI
OTHER PERSONAL TR1\ITS OF THE BEST




F ~& F ~~
5. Continue occupation Yes 76 98.'70 67 89.33
while in office? No 1 1.30 5 6.67
Y&N 0 O. 0 O.
Bl 0 O. 3 4.00
6. Manage personal Yes 76 98.70 41 54.67
affairs successfully? No 1 1.30 30 40.00
Y&N 0 0 1 1.33
Bl 0 0 3 4.00
7. Boastful of his Yes 2 2.60 55 73.33
accomplishments? No 74 96.10 18 24.00
Y&N 1- 1.30 1 1.33
Bl 0 0 1 1.33
8. Accept success and Yes 73 94.81 14 18.67
defeat gracefully? No 4 5.20 58 77.33
Y&N 0 0 1 1.33
Bl 0 0 2 2.67
9. Alert and able to Yes 77 100.00 27 36.00
accomplish? No 0 a 46 61.33
Y&H 0 a 0 O·
Bl 0 0 2 2.67
10. Children in· school Yes 50 64.94 41 54.67
during office tenure? No 25 32.47 33 44.00
Y&N 2 2.60 0 0
Bl 0 0 1 1.33
4.5
or oocupa~ion as b.eing excellent, good, fair, or poor.
Ninety-three per cent of the city sohool board members
were rated as goo'd or excellent; seven per cent of the
city school board members were rated as being poor or fair.
The data presented by C. H. Hoel's study support the con-
clusion presented by this investigator, that 98 per cent
of the most desirable city school board members are success-
ful in managing their own personal affairs.
Item 7 indicates that 96 per cent of the best board
members were not affected by the desire to stand in the
community limelight or talk unnecessarily about their own
accomplishments. Seventy-three per cent of the poorest
board members were so affected.
A good school board member can accept success without
becoming vainglorious and can accept defeat without becoming
embittered. The data for Item 8 show that this 1.s true with
94 per cent plUS of the individuals considered as most desir-
able and untrue with 77 per cent of the poorest board members
considered.
The best city school board members are alert and able to
accomplish maximally in 100 per cent of the cases considered.
Sixty~one per cent of the least desirable board members were
neither alert nor able to acoomplish.
Item 10 considered whether or not the school board
member.~had children in school during his board service. The
data,show.that 64 per cent plus of the best board members
hadohildren in school during their office tenure, and 54
per ceri~ plus of. the poorest, likewise, had children in school.
C'. H. Hoel·' found that 74. per c~nt of all city school board
members, considered in his study, had children in school.
Of the number, rated as most valuable members of boards, 80
per cent had children in school; while, of the number rated
'being least valuable, oniy 67 per cent had children in
school.12
II. PROFESSIONAL DATA
Items 11 to 27 attempted to define those professional
traits necessary in the most desirable school board member.
The terms used in Table XII,a:nd their interpretations are
identical with the terms and interpretations given in con-
nection with Table XI of this thesis.
The data for Item 11 show that 96 per cent of' the most
desirable school board members do not practice nepotism,
while 56 per cent of the poorest ones do. From this the
conclusion may be drawn that the best school board members
do not practice nepotism.
As for freedom from politica~ influence, considered in
Item 12, it was found that 90 per cent plus of the most
desirable city school board members are free from political
influenoe, while 88 per cent of the poorest are not.
Of the best city school board members, 97 and 92
per cent respectively are free from denominational and fra-
ternal influences. Among the poorest board members, 56
per cent and 55 per cent plus are likewise free from these
influ!9nces:. On the other hand, 42 per cent plus and
·'·12 '




PROFESSION1~ ~UALITIES OF THE BEST




F ~b F '%
I .
11. Individual practice Yes 2 2.60 42 06.00
nepotism? No 74 96.10 30 40.00
Y&N 0 0 1 1.33
Bl 1 1.30 2 2.67
12. Free from. political Yes 70 90.91 7 Q.33
influences? No 6 7.79 66 88.00
Y&N 1 1.30 0 0
Bl 0 0 2 2.07
13. Free from denominational Yes 75 97.40 42 56.00
influences? No 1 1.30 32 42.67
Y&N 1 1.30 0 0
Bl 0 0 1 1.33
14. Free from Fraternal Yes 71 92.21 41 64.6'7
influences? No 6 9.79 31 41.33
Y&N 0 0 0 0
Bl 0 0 3 4.00
15. Think for himself? Yes '17 100.00 44 08.67
No 0 0 20 .33.33
Y&N 0 0 2 2.67
Bl 0 0 4 5.33
16. Resist pressure? Yes 68 88.31 18 .24.00
No 2 2.60 54 72.00
Y&N 6 '7.79 2 2.67
Bl 1 1.30 1 1.33
I? Explain reason for Yes 76 98. '10 26 34.6'1
his aotions? No 0 0 45 60.00
Y&N 1 1.30 :3 4.00




IS. Was he a Yes 2 2.60 27 36.00
radical? . No . 74 96.10 . 40 03.33
Y&:N 0 0 1 1.33
Bl 1 1.30 7 9.33
19. Was he a Yes 39 ::l0.65 33 44.00
conservative? No 22 28.'07 21 28.00
Y& N 4: '0.19 6 8.00
Bl 12 10.08 15 20.00
20. Was he liberal? Yes 48 62.34 16 21.33
No I P 16.88 35 . 46.0'7,:)
Y& N 11 14.29 6 8.00
Bl j 6.49 18 24.00
21. Good time sense Yes 73 94.81 30 40.00
for business No 2 2.60 42 56.00
efficiency? Y& N 2 2.60 1 1.33
Bl 0 0 2 2.67
22. Show initiative Yes '70 90.91 23 30.67
in s.l?0nsoring No 5 6.49 48 64.00
community Y & N 2 2.60 2 2.6'7
projects? Bl 0 0 2 2.67
23. Always consider Yes 75 97.40 4 5.33
welfare of schools? No 2 2.60 68 90.67
Y& N 0 0 1 1.33
Bl 0 0 2 2.67
24. interested in Yes 72 93.51 25 33.33
communi typroblems? No 2 2.60 47 62.67
Y&N 3 3.90 O. 0
Bl 0 0 1 1.33
25. Contribute. to moral Yes 72 93.51 5 6.67
and intellectual life No 1 1.30 65 86.67... of .' commurii ty1 Y& N 1 1.30 3 4.00
HI 3 3.90 2 2.6,?
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T.~LE XII (Continued)
26. Consider prdposition Yes 74 96.10 21 28.00
be:rore giving opinion? No 0 0 49 65.33
Y&N 3 3.90 3 4.00
Bl 0 0 2 2.6'7
27~ tfRubber-stampu Yes 28 36.36 28 37.33
superintendents? No 43 05.84 39 52.00
Y& N 6 '7.'19 5 6.6'7
Bl 0 0 3 4.00
41 per cent, respectively, are not free from denominational
and fraternal influences.
All good city school board members are able to think
for themselves. The data show that 08 per cent plus of the
poorest are able to think for themselves while 33 per cent
of the same group are not. Closely connected to the item
just considered is Item 16 concerning the school board
member's ability to resist pressure. The data indicate that
88 per cent of the most desirable city school board members
could resist pressure, while '72 per cent of the poorest ones
could not.
Item 17 indicates that 98 per cent plus of the best city
school board members could explain reasons for their actions,
while 60 per cent of the poorest ones could not.
The next three items (18, 19, and 20) were designed to
find whether the best city school board members were radical,
conservative, or liberal. This may be answered from the data.
presented: that the best city school board members are not
rac:'l~c:al, 50 percent pluSQf them are conservative, and 62 per
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oent are liberal in their views~ Likewise, it may be said
that the poorest board members considered are neither radical
nor liQeral, btit"are conservative. Account must be taken of
the fact that considerable uncertainty was expressed in that
20 per cent of the city superintendents left Item 19"con-
earning the conservatism of the indi~idual, unanswered; 24
per cent left Item 20, concerning the liberality of the
ttpoorest tt individual, unanswered.
Ninety-four per cent of the most desirable school board
members had a time sense that enabled them to conduct business
with efficiency. Over one half (56 per cent) had no such
time sense for business efficiency.
By far the most of the ttbest tt city school board members
(90 per cent plus) show initiative in sponsoring comnunity
projects and are interested in community problems. On the
other hand, it is seen that approximately 63 per cent of the
least desirable are neither sponsors of community project.s
nor are they interested in community problems.
The data for Item 23 indicates that good city school
board members consider the welfare of the schools in 97 per
cent of the cases. Ninety per cent plus of the "poorest tt
board members do not always consider the welfare of the
schools. The percentages in this item show that an individu-
al's attitude toward the school and school policies is a
large factor in determining the success or failure of that
individual as a school board member.
Approximately 94 per cent ,of the city superintendents
answered that the ttbestttindividual, they were considering
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.contributed to the moral and intellectual tone ot the
community. An almost eqaully high percentage (86 per cent)
reported the individual they were considering "poorest"
did not contribute to the moral and intellectual tone of
the community.
In accordance with the answers received to Item 26, it
may be concluded that the larger percentage of the most
desirable school board members consider a proposition, sub-
mitted by the superintendent, thoroughly before voicing an
opinion. The answers received to the same item concerning
tb,e "poorest" board member indicate that 65 per cent of this
group do not thoroughly consider a proposition before giving
an opinion.
In Item 27, the data show that almost 56 per cent (55.84
per cent) of the best city school board members did not consent
to a proposition just because they knew the superintendent
favored it. Likewise, 52 per cent of the "poorest" school
board members did not consent to a proposition just because
they knew the superintendent favored it. Thirty-seven per
cent in case of both the "'best" and "poorest" school board
.members were indicated to have supported a proposition just
because they knew the superintendent :favored it.
III. GENERAL DATA
To provide an opportunity to city superintendents for
further expression concerning the individual they were con-
sidering either ttbest" or "poorest", a space was left at the
end,ofeach major part of the qestionnaire wherein the superin-
tendent could write any further comment he might consider
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necessa,ry. A tot~l of 42 city superintendents added
cormnents; 38 commented on the "best tt city school board
member and 39 commented on-the "poorest" city school board
members. These comments related various experience and
mentioned a number of traits not heretofore considered. An
attempt was made by the investigator to work out a common
language into which the comments could be translated. These
tenns, together with the number of times they were used in
translation will be found in Table XIII. Some comments con-
tained several statements, each one of which could be trans-
lated under a different heading. This accounts for the fact
that the total frequencies do not equal the number of comments
given in each major portion of the ~uestionnaire.
The trait "respect for authority" appeared nine times
on the "best" portion of the questionnaire. A typical state-
ment that was tabulated under this heading was: "Left profes-
sional matters to the superintendent. 1t
Seven of the superintendents rated the individual they
were considering as nbroad minded." Five were said to have
"good jUdgment .. " These terms are the exact ones used in-the
city superintendents comments.
The term tTcommon sense" and "courage in his convictions"
each have a frequency of 4. The statement "common sense"
occurred several times in the actual statements of the superin-
! .. ~endents. One city superintendent said the individual he was
Q,onsidering was ftpositive"; another said "he finished what he'
undertook"; a third statement ttcourage in his convictions n
-
w.as used as a heading in the Table XIII.
affairs,ft or "had breadth of vision. n Each of these traits
The next two "traits, experience and vision were derived
from" such statements as these: "acquainted with school
have frequencies of 3. The term ftloyaltyll was derived from
statements similar to this one: "alws"ys supported his prin-


































relatively unimportant since only two of the comments were













Two city superintendents added that the individuals
they were considering ltbest lt were ltfrank. lt Two other added
that the individuals they were considering as most desirable
were uChristian Gentlemen. lt
Much duplication occurred in the cO~llents. For instance)
the comment may have stated: ltHe always considered the wel-
fare of the schoolsu or "She could think for herself. 1t Since
provision had already been made for a response to such items
in the formal part of the Questionnaire) these found in the
added comments were grouped under the heading ltduplicate. tt
Since one classificstion could not be made to fit the
responses obtained on both the ltbest lt and Itpoorest" individu-
als considered) Table XIV was made to care for the responses
given concerning the "poorest lt city school board members o
-
The data indicate that a self-centered individual makes
a poor city school board member. Seventeen of the added
comments concerning the least desirable city school board
members rated the individual as ITself-centered. It A typical
answer interpreted to mean "self-centered'T may be lluoted:
ttTried to be the whole show. tt
Nine superintendents regarded the individual they were
considering Itpoorest lt as a "busybody. It Sucll descriptive
phrases as these were tabulated under the head busybody:
"trouble maker-tTl Tlgossip,tl "gave out information to teachers
and other people before action was taken. 1t
The third ranking trait in the additional comments
was that of ttlack of common sense. 1t Under this heading is
tabulated such comments as these: tlno oommon sense)lt "no
sense of value. 1t and "poor judgment."
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Five such individuals were found to be deceitful.

























ADDITIONAL TRAITS AIDING IN THE CLASSIFICATION
OF CITY SCHOOL BOARD ~TIcrvillERS AS
"POOREST"
Individuals said to be "two-faced," to be "inconsistent,"
In to the classification "undependable" fall such state-
best, explained by this quotation taken from one of the question-
naires: "narrow in educational experience and interest."
individuals were found to be prejudiced.
Two individuals were said to be ttnarrow." This term is'
or "deceitful lt were classified under the heading "deceitful."
individuals were found to be "undependable." Likewise, three
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The terms ttimmoraJ,.rt: and Utoo critical lt each appeared once
in the tabulation.
:Many statements were made that duplicated something
already considered in the rormal section or the ~uestionnaire.
These were tabulated under the heading "duplicate'! and are





Tovm SCHOOL BOARD Mm.ffiERS Jilim THEIR QUALIFICATIONS
The Indiana School Directory for the current year
(1936) divides the school superintendents into three
groups: the county superintendents, the city superin-
tendents, and the to~m superintendents. It was to this
latter group, the town superintendents, that questionnaires
were sent to obtain data concerning town school board mem-
bers.
I. DESCRIPTION OF THE Q,UESTIOl\TtTAIRE
The questionnaires sent to the town superintendents
were identical in every respect to those sent to the city
superintendents with the exception of a small identi-
fication mark knovm only to this writer. A copy of this
questionnaire sent to city and town superintendents with
the accompanying letter is to be found in the appendix.
On October 30, 1935, questionnaires were mailed to
the 65 town superintendents listed in the Indiana School
Directory. Of the total number sent (65), 43, or 66.15
per ·cent, responded to the first major portion of the
questionnaire; 42 or 64.47 per cent, responded to the
second major division of the questionnaire.
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II. PHESENTATImr OF DATA
A. PERSONAL DATA
1. "Age and Sex. Of the 43 town school board mem-
bers considered most desirable only 1 woman, or 2.33 per
cent of the total, was considered. Of the 42 "poorest"
town school board members considered, all, with the ex-
ception of ~ or 4.65 per cent, were men. Too few women
were considered to warrant the drawing of any definite
conclusion concerning the relative desirability of men
and women as town school board members.
A computation showed that the mean or average age
of the "best" town school board members when taking
office was 41.30 years; the mean age when leaving was
50.57 years. A similar computation indicated the mean
age, at which the "poorest" tov"n school board members as-
surned office, to be 46.15 years; the mean age when leaving
office was found to be 51.29 years.
It was also found that the "best" to'\Am school board
members had an average tenure of 8.35 years; the "poorest"
maintained their positions on the school board for a
period of 5.05 years. It is encouraging to note that the
most desirable town school board member holds his office
on the average of 3.30 years longer than the least desir-
able one.
2.' Ed.ucatioh .. Item 2 in the questionnaire asked the




by the, "best" and "poorest" town schoo 1 board mEmbers
.he was considering. Table XV indicates the results.
The numb&rs in the frequency column. are absolute, being
the actual number of times a given level of education
was checked. The numbers in the percentage column
represent the per cent of times a given educational level
was checked in relation to the nwnber of times it might
have been checked.
TABLE XV
LEVEL OF EDUCATION REACHED BY BEST
AND POOREST TOV~J SCHOOL
BOARD :MEMBERS
The data indicate that 53.49 per cent Of the "best"
town school board members had some college training; a
still larger per cent of the "poorest," 57.14 per cent,
had only elementary training. Thirty-seven per cent of the
most desirable have had high school training; only 19.05
per cent of the least desirable had attended high school. It





two extremes--the "best'! arid the "poorest. 11 Since the
data show that over one-half of the "best" and IIpoorest,"
respectively, have received SOllie college and elementary
school education, might it not, therefore, be concluded
that the majority of town school board members are re-
cipients of a twelfth grade education or less?
3. Occu~~i~~. It was noted in Chapter II that the
larger percentage of township trustees were engaged in
agriculture; Chapter III pointed out that the most of the
city school board members were business THen. It is the
purpose of this present section to determine the occupational
group or groups from which the gI'eater nur:lber of the most
desirable and least desirable town school board members
have come. Table XVI presents, in summary, the results
obtained in answer to Item 3 of the Questionnaire which
asked the superintendent to write the occupation held by
the individual he was considering before that individual
assumed his position on the town school board.
Table XVI reveals that the occupational distribution
of the town school board members was sliuilar to that of the
city school board members. In Indiana towns, it is found
that the business group furnishes the larger percentage of
the "best" town school board members, and the professional
group furnishes the second largest percentage. It is in-
teresting and significant to note that while the professional'
group furnish the next largest nUlllber of most desirable
town school board members, it furnishes the largest nlli~ber
of the least desirable town school board members. The
TABLE XVI
OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF WE BEST .AND
POOREST TO~~ SCHOOL BOARD MIDJffiERS
Occupation Best Poorest
F % F % J
I. Agriculture
A. Farmer 4 9.32 9 21.43
Total 4 9.32 9 21.43
II. Business
A. Druggist 2 4.65 0 0
B. Lumber Business 1 2.33 0 0
C. Merchant 6 13.95 3 7.14
D. Manufacturer 3 6.97 0 0
E. Insurance Agent 1 2.33 0 0
F. Coal and Feed Dealer 1 2.33 0 0
J
G. Grain Dealer 1 2.33 0 0
:i H. Poultry Dealer 1 2.33 0 0
;1
;1
I. Business Man 0 0 2 4~76
~, ;T. Salesman 0 0 1 2.38
K. Garage Operator 0 0 2 4.76
L. Oil Dealer 0 0 1 ~·.38
M. Meat Market 0 0 1 2.38
N. Groceryman 0 0 1 2.38
O. Saloon Keep er 0 0 1 2.38




A. Physician 2 4.65 3 7.14
B. Dentist 1 2.33 1 2.38
C. Tel egrapher 1 2.33 1 2.38
D. Editor 1 2.33 0 0
E. Lawyer 4 9.32 2 4.76
F. Banker 1 2.33 4 9.52
G. Electrician 0 0 1 2.38
H. Minister 0 0 1 2.38
Total 10 23.29 13 30.94
IV. Managerial and Executive
.1t. Superintendent of
Chair Factory 1 2.33 0 0
B. Superintendent of
Mining 1 2.33 0 0
c. Industrial Executive 1 2.33 0 0
D. Manager of Flour Mill 1 2.33 0 0
} E. Superintendent of
Factory 1 2.33 0 0
F. Foreman in Factory 0 0 1 2.38
Total 5 11.65 1 2.38
V. Trades
A. Miller 1 2.33 0 0
B. Carpenter 0 0 1 2.38





.~ A. Assistant Bank Cashier 3 6.99 0 0
1,
B. Secretary of Furniturei
1 Manufacturer 1 2.33 0 0
\
j C. Bookkeeper 0 0 1 2.38
J Total 4 9.32 1 2.38J:i
~ [
VII. Unclassified
A. Housewife 1 2.33 2 4.76
B. state Building
Inspector 1 2.33 0 0
C. Mail Clerk 0 0 1 2.38
D. None 1 2.33 0 0
E. Blank 0 0 2 4.'76
Total 3 6.99 5 11.90
agricultural group furnish 21.43 per cent of the least
desiraple board members. It may be concluded from the
data presented in this study, that the folloWing occu-
pational groups, in ranking order, furnish the most of
the most desirable town school board members: business
groups, professional, managerial and executive, clerical
(9.32%), and agricultural (9.32%). The folloWing occu-
pations in ranking order furnish the least desirable
town school board members: professional group, business
group, and the agricultural group. It would be unfair to
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attach too great an importance on a low percentage in
some of these groups, since so few cases were considered
that belonged to that particular group. For instance, in
the trade group, only two individuals. were considered--
one "best" and one "poorest." The data, in this instance, t
are insufficient to warrant the drawing of a definite con-
clusion concerning the desirability of tradesmen as town
school board members.
4. outstanding traits. Item 4 of the questionnaire
requested the superintendent to indicate by a check any of
the traits listed that he considered most outstanding in
the school board member under consideration. Nine traits
were listed inmediately following the request. Table XVII
presents a sUlmnary of the data given by the tovvn superintend-
ents in answer to this request.
From the data presented in Table XVII, it is noted
that honesty, cooperativeness, progressiveness, intelligence,
and tact are the five most outstanding traits in the most
desirable town school board members. Honesty, temperance,
cleanliness, courtesy, and initiative are the five most
outstanding traits in the least desirable town school board
members. A closer examination of the percentages shows
that 28 per cent of the "poorest" had no traits indicated as
being most outstanding. Honesty, which ranked highest
among the traits of the "poorest" town board members, had
a percentage of 42.82. This percentage would indicate
that this trait was not outstanding in over one half
(57.14 per cent) of the town school board members. If
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TABLE XVII
MOST OUTSTA}IDING SINGLE TRAITS OF THE BEST
AND POOREST TO~~ SCHOOL BOARD M~rnERS
Trait
Best Poorest
F % F %
Honesty 3g gO.70 18 42.86
Cooperativeness 38 88.37 5 11.gO
Progressiveness 36 83.72 5 11.90
Intelligence 33 76.74 11 26.19
Tact 29 67.44 3 7.14
Cleanliness 27 62.79 17 40.48
Initiative 27 62.79 6 14.29
Courtesy 25 58.14 11 26.19
Temperance 24 55.81 18 42.86
None Indicated 0 0 12 28.57
this is true concerning the most outstanding traits of the
"poorest" town school board members, it is evert more clearly
emphasized when some of the lesser outstanding traits are
consiqered. For instance, tact was the most outstanding
-trait in only 7.14 per cent of the cases. This means that
in 92.86 per cent of the "poorest" individuals the charac-
teristic of tactfulness is not outstanding to any marked
degree.
5. Other Personal Characteristics. Items 5 to 10 were .
designed to bring out other personal characteristics necessary
to a most desirable town school board member not heretofore
considered. Table XVIII summarizes the answers to the items.
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To answer the items, the to~n superintendents were asked to
. check the answer "yes" or "no". l'llost of the it ems were
an$wered 'in the manner requested but some had both the "yes"
and "no" answers checked. These were·tabulated under the
heading "y & N." Other town superintendents checked either1
"yes" or "no" and then made a statement to qualify their
answers. These, too, were tabulated under the try & N" head-
ing. Some items were not checked at all. These were tabu-
lated under the heading "Bl."
The data presented in Table XVIII indicate that 97.67
per cent of the "best" and 90.48 per cent of the "poorest"
town school board members continue their occupations after
becoming members of the town school boards.
Ninety-five per cent of the most desirable town school
board members are successful in managing their ovm personal
affairs. Almost 60 per cent of the "poorest" ones are like-
wise successful in the management of their personal affairs.
Item 7 shows that 95 per cent of the "best" town board
members are neither affected by a desire to stand in the
community limelight nor boastful of their own accomplish-
ments. Closely related to this item is item number eight.
The data indicate that 93 per cent of the most desirable town
school board members can accept success without becoming
vainglorious and defeat without becoming embittered.
All (100 per cent) of the best town school board mem-
bers are able to accomplish with efficiency. On the other
hand the "poorest" board members, to the extent of 71.43
per cent, are not alert and able to accomplish.
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T.ABill XVIII
OTIillR PERSONAL CH.ARACTERISTICS OJ:!' THE
BEST AND POORES'r TOVrN" SCHOOL
BO.AHD MEMBERS
Best Poorest
Personal Trait ~ ... ,••. :s
Ans ]' ~~ F /0
_ ,e.
5. Continue occupation Yes 42 97.67 38 90.48
while in office? No 1 2.33 3 7.14
Y& N 0 0 0 0
Bl 0 0 1 2.38
--_.
6. Manage personal affairs Yes 41 95.35 25 59.52
successfully? No 2 4.65 17 40.48
Y & N 0 0 0 0
Bl 0 0 0 0
._----~"---_._------
7. Boastful of his accom- Yes 1 2.33 29 69.05
plishments? No 41 95.35 14 30.95
Y &, IT 1 2.33 0 0
Bl 0 0 0 0
8. Accept success and Yes 40 93.02 9 21.43
defeat gracefully? No 3 .6.97 31 73.81
Y& N 0 0 2 4.76
Bl 0 0 0 0
'j 9. Alert and able to Yes 43 100 11 26.19
~
accomplish? No 0 0 30 71.43
Y& N 0 0 0 0
ii Bl 0 0 1 2.38I,
~
~ 10. Children in school Yes 34 79.07 18 42.86
during office tenure? No 9 20.93 24 57.14
Y& N 0 0 0 0
Bl 0 0 0 0
'.
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Item 10, considering whether or not the individual
had children in"sphool during his office tenure, indicates
that 79.67 per cent of the besttowri school board members
do have children in school while 58.1~ per cent of the
"poorest" do not.
B. PHO]'ESSIONAL DATA
To scientifically ascertain those professional qualities
necessary in a good town school member, Items 11 to 27
were made. The answers to these items were tabulated under
the headings: "Yes, No, Y & N, If and "Bl. If These headings
are to be interpreted in the same manner in which the
headings were interpreted in Table XvIII.
The data for Item 11 indicate that 93.02 per cent of
the best town school board members do not practice nepotism.
On the other hand, 52.38 per cent of the poorest board mem-
bers do practice nepotism.
Item 12 considered whether or not the individual being
considered was free from political influences. It was
found that 83.37 per cent of the best were free from political
. ,
influence, while 79.19 per cent of the poorest were not
free from such influence.
Items 13 and 14 were designed to ascertain whether
or not the best town school board members were free from
denominational and fraternal influences. The data reveal
that the'majority of both the "best" and "poorest" board
members are free from these influences, although approxi-
mately 30 per cent more of the best are free from denomi-




PHOFESSIONAL Q,UALITIbS Oli' 'rUE BEST
~~~ POOR~ST TO~TI~ SCHOOL
BOARD Iv,;]£h1BEHS
Best Poorest
Professional Traits .1\.ns JP 70 F ui/0
11. Individual practice Yes 2 4.65 22 52.38
nepotism? No 40 93.02 18 42.86
Y&N 0 0 1 2.38
Bl 1 2.33 1 2.38
12. Free from political Yes 38 88.37 8 19.05
influences? No 3 6.98 32 76.19
Y & N 2 4.65 1 2.38
Bl 0 0 1 2.38
13. Free from denominational Yes 41 95.35 25 59.52
influences? No 1 2.33 16 38.09
Y& N 0 0 0 0
Bl 1 2.33 1 2.38
14. Free from fraternal Yes 40 93.02 27 64.29
influences? No 1 2.33 15 35.71
Y&N 0 0 0 0
Bl 2 4.65 0 0
15. T~ink for himself? Yes 43 100.00 21 50.00
No 0 0 19 45.24
Y&N 0 0 0 0
Bl 0 0 2 4.76
16~ Resist pressure? Xes 43 100.00 7 16.67
No 0 0 32 76.19
Y&N 0 0 1 2.38




17 •. Explain reasons for his Yes 42 9'7.67 9 21.43
actions? No 0 0 29 69.05
Y& N '0 0 2 4.76
Bl 1 2.33 2 4.76,
18. Was he a radical? Yes 0 0 16 38.10
No 42 97.67 23 54.76
Y 8s N 0 0 0 0
Bl 1 2.33 3 7.14
19. Was he a conservative? Yes 16 37.21 23 54.76
No 18 41.86 11 26.19
Y& 1'1 6 15.95 4 9.52
Bl 3 6.98 4 9.52
--_.
20. Was he liberal? Yes 31 72.09 4 9.52
:No 3 6.98 29 69.05
Y (~ No 7 16.28 2 4.76
Bl 2 4.65 7 16.76
21. Good time sense for Yes 41 95.35 13 30.95
business efficiency? No 1 2.oj 29 69.05
Y &N 1 2.33 0 0
Bl 0 0 0 0
22. Show initiative in Yes 39 90.70 16 38.10
sponsoring COl1ununity No 2 4.65 24 5'7.14
projects? Y& N 1 2.33 2 4.76
Bl 1 2.33 0 0
23. Always consider wel- Yes 43 100.00 6 14.29
fa.re of schools? 1\[0 0 0 35 83.33
Y " N 0 0 0 0DC
Bl 0 0 1 2.38
24. Interested in Com- Yes 40 93.02 17 40.48
munity problems? No 2 4.65 24 57.14
Y & N 1 2.33 0 0
Bl 0 0 1 2.38
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TABLE XIX (Continued)
25 •. Contribute to moral Yes. 41 95.35 4 9.52
and intellectual tone No 0 0 37 88.10
i of community? Y & N 1 2.33 0 0





j 26. Consider proposition Yes 41 95.35 10 23.10
\ before giving :No 0 0 28 66.67I
( opinion? Y& N 1 2.33 4 9.52
I Bl 1 2.33 0 0
27. "Rubber-stamptr super- Yes 12 27.91 11 26.19
intendent? No 27 62.79 31 73.81
Y& 1'1 3 6.98 0 0
Bl 1 2.33 0 0
One hundred per cent of the best tovVll school board mem-
bers are able to think for themselves. Likewise, 50 per
cent of the poorest are able to think for themselves. How-
ever, it is significant that 45.24 per cent of the poorest do
not possess such ability.
Closely related to the ability to think independently
of others is the power to resist pressure. It is shown by
the data presented for Item 16 that all (100 per cent) of the
best town school board members can resist pressure while
76.19 per cent of the poorest ones cannot.
Data for Item 17 shows that 99.67 per cent of the most
desirable board members could. explain reasons for their actions.
Sixty-nine per cent of the poorest could not.
Items 18, 19, and 20 were designed to ascertain whether
or not the best town school board members were radical, con-
servative, or liberal in theIr views. rrhe data show that
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97.67 per cent of the best are not radical, 41.86 per cent
- are conservative, and 72.09 per cent are liberal. On the
other hand, 54.76 per cent of the poorest individuals con-
sidered are not radical, 54.76 per cent are conservative,
and. 69.05 per cent are not liberal. The conclusion is
that most of the best tovm school board members are liberal;
most of the poorest are conservative.
Ninety-five per cent of the most desirable town school
board members have a good enough time sense to enable them
to transact business with efficiency.
The data for Item 22 indicate that 90.70 per cent of
the most desirable to~~ school board members show some
initiative in sponsoring cormllunity projects, while 57.14
per cent of the "poorest" ones do not show such initiative.
Item 24, in close relation with this item, indicates that
93.02 per cent of the most desirable to\\ffi school board mem-
bers are interested in community problems. On the other
hand, 57.14 per cent of the poorest are not interested-in
coamunity problems.
Item 23 shows that all (100 per cent) of the most de-
sirable town school board members consider the welfare of
the schools. Eighty-three per qent of the least desir-
able did not always keep the best interests of the school
uppermost in mind.
Item 25 may be considered as somewhat of a summary
item. The data show that 95.35 per cent of the best town
school board members contributed to the moral and intellectual
tone of the community. Eighty-eight per cent of the poorest
made no such contribution.
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Item 26 indicates that 95.36 per cent of the best
town school board members considered a proposition thor-
oughly before voicing an opinion. Sixty-six plus per
cent of the least desirable board members did not con-
sider a proposition thoroughly before givine opinions.
The last i tern in the pro fessional group found that
62.79 per cent of the "best" town school board. members
never consented to a ~roposition just because they knew
the superintendent favored it. The fact that a still larger
percentage, 73.81 per cent, of the "poorest" never con-
sented to a proposition just because they thought the super-
intendent favored it, is rather unexpected when considered
in relation to the data recorded in Chapters II and III.
C • G"ET\TERAL DATA
The town school sunerintendents were invited to add
any further comment they mieht have concerning the indi~
vidual they were considering. Nineteen of the 43 tovm
superintendents added comments. on one or both major parts
of the questionnaire. This made a total of 34 single comments
in the 19 questionnaires. Of this number (19), 17 added
comments concerning the "best" individual being considered.
The same number, 17, added comments concerning the "poorest"
individual being considered. These comments related various
experiences and added traits not already considered in this
thesis. An attempt was made by this student to translate these
comments into a common language. Table XX presents the data
l obtained after the comments had been reduced to common terms.




















The wide variation in the comments made caused con-
As noted in Table XX, the traits that were mentioned
ADDITIONAL TRAITS AIDING IN THE CLASSIFICATION
OF TOWN SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS AS "BEST"
siderable difficulty in classification. The results, shown
each with a frequency of four. A typical answer tabulated
in Table XX, show 9 added traits, each one of which has
only a relatively small number of frequencies.
sified under "unselfish" were similar to "Sacrificed per-
sane idea of the superintendent's relations to a school
system and did not infringe upon him." Statements clas-
under the heading, "respect for authority," was: "Had a
. sonal interests for public good."

TABLE XXI

















Two superintendents stated that the individuals they
Two superintendents stated that the individuals they
Under the heading "unclassified" came such general
minded, had no experience or vision were tabulated under
Statements indicating that an individual was narrow-
ADDITIONAL TRAITS AIDING IN THE CLASSIFICATION
OF TOVVN SCHOOL BOARD wIE!\ffiEHS AS "POORES'I'"
adding comments concerning the "poorest" board member in-
the heading "narrow." Three of the to'V'lIl su,?erintendents
purpose is to find out why these individuals are incapable
statements as "incapable." This study assumes that the
were considering were "deceitful."
were considering were dishonest. Since this trait had
already been considered in the formal part of the question-
naire, these statements were classified under the heading
"duplication. "





Certain data have been presented in Chapters II,
III, and IV. These data have been presented in table
form with interpretations accompanying each table. It
is the purpose of this final chapter to interpret these
data in their relation to the problems outlined in
Chapter I, page 3, of this thesis.
I. SOLUTIQr,r TO PROBLEMS
1. What personal and professional traits should
be found in the most desirable township trustees?
The most desirable to"in ship trustee was found to
be between 44 and 48 years of age, to have attained at
least part of a high school education, and had the
following traits outstanding: honesty, cooperativeness,
progressiveness, and intelligence. Sixty-eight per
cent of the best township trustees are engaged in agri-
culture; another 15 per cent are engaged in business.
Eighty-six plus per cent of these "best" township trus-
tees continued their occupation after taking office.
Ninety-five per cent are successful in the managing of their
own personal affairs. An equal percentage are not affected
by the desire to stand in the community limelight. Good
township trustees are able to accept victory or defeat
with equanimity and able to accomplish maximally. There
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is a slight tendency for those trustees with children
in school to be better trustees than those who have no
C'hildren.
In 'regard to professional trait,s, good township
trustees are free from nepotic practices, political,
denominational, and fraternal influences. They possess
the ability to resist pressure, explain reasons for
their actions, and are for the most part liberal in
their views. The most desirable tovmship trustees have
a sense of time efficiency, are willing sponsors of
community problems, always have the \¥elfare of the schools
uppermost in mind, show great interest in cO~2nunity
problems, and contribute to the moral and intellectual
tone of the community. The best tovmship trustees always
consider a proposition thoroughly before voicing an
opinion; approximately 60 per cent never consented to
a proposition just because the superintendent favored it.
The general data compiled from the additional
cOIllinents indicate that respect for professional authority,
social-mindedness, broad-mindedness, and common sense
are also present in the best township trustees.
2. Vmat personal and professional traits are found
in the least desirable township trustees?
The solution to the second problem was to be found
in the data compiled in Chapter II concerning the poorest
township trustees. These poorest individuals were found




an elementary education, are engaged mostly in agri-
culture, and are outstanding, to a limited degree only,
in. the following traits: honesty, cleanliness, courtesy,
and temperance. Seventy-three per cent continued their
occupation after taking office. Over one half were un-
successful in managing their own personal affairs and
were affected by a desire to stffild in the community lime-
lie;ht. Over three fourths of th e "poore st" to\Affiship trus-
tees became boastful of success and embittered if defeated.
Consideration of the professional traits COIllinon
in the least desirable township trustee showed that the
poorest trustees practice nepotism, and are influenced
from political sources. They are unable to think for
themselves, cannot resist outside pressure, cannot ex-
plain reasons for their actions, and are conservative
in their views. Over three fourths of the least desir-
able township trustees do not possess a time sense, do
not sponsor community projects, do not always consider
the welfare of the schools, and do not shoN any great
interest in community problems. Seventy-three per cent
of these individuals considered rendered jUdgment on a
proposition before thoroughly considering it.
The traits added most frequently in the general
data section were: self-centered, money-minded, un-
worthy use of leisure, and easily influenced .
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3. 'iJhatpersonal and professional traits should
be found in the most desirable city school board ruember?
The data in'Chapter III indicate that the most,
desirable city school board members are fror.J. 43 to 51
years of age, have attained a college education, are
en,gaged, for the most part, in business pursuits with
the professional group !urnishing the next largest
number of "best" city school board members. '1'11e most
desirable city school board members.have intelligence,
honesty, cooperativeness, proGressiveness, and tact to
an outstanding degree. Ninety-eight per cent of the
best board members are able to manage their ovm personal
affairs successfully. Good city school board members
can accept success and defeat with equanimity, are not
boastful nor affected with a desire to stand in the
community limelight. 'lney are alert and able to accomplish.
The data show that the most desirable school board mem-
bers have children in office during office tenure. This
conclusion is supported by C. L. Hoelts stUdy.
The data concerning the professional traits of
the best city school board members indicate that the
most desirable do not practice nepotism, are free from
political, fraternal, and denominational influences.
They are able to think for themselves, resist pressure,
give reasons for their answers, and are liberal in their
views. By far the most of the best city school board
members have a time sense that aids in business efficiency,
are willing sponsors of co:r.:rrnunity projects, show interest
in community problems, always consider the welfare of
the school, and contribute to the intellectual and moral
tone of the corununity. The "best rt city school board
members consider a proposition carefully before voicing
an opinion. i-Umost 56 per cent of the individuals con-
sidered "best" would not consent to a proposition just
because they blew it was favored by the superintendent
of schools.
The general data reveal that city superintendents
believe that a good city school board member should
have respect for authority, broadness of mind, r,ood
jUdgment, and common sense.
4. Vmat personal and professional traits are found
in the least desirable city school board members?
The poorest city school board members are from 48
to 53 years of age at the time of their tenure, the
majority have received no more than an elementary school
education. Although the business group furnishes a
larger number of city school board members than any
other occupational group, the professions furnish the
most of the least desirable city school board members.
To a limited degree these board members have the follow-
ing outstanding traits: cleanliness, temperance, honesty,
and courtesy. Slightly over one half of these individuals
are able to manage their own personal affairs successfully.
They desire 'community recognition. They can neitheraccent
succ~ss or failure gracefully nor are they alert and
able to accompl~sh maximally. Fifty-four per cent had
children in school during their tenure of office.
The data gathered concerning the professional traits
possessed by these least desirable board members show
that these individuals practice nepotiSlll, and are in-
fluenced from political sources. Fifty-eight per cent
are able to think for themselves. Nearly three fourths
cannot resist outside pressure nor explain reasons for
their actions. The poorest school board members are
conservative in their attitudes. They have no time
sense to aid in business efficiency, no initiative in
sponsoring community projects, nor interest in community
problems, they do not always consider the welfare"of
the schools and do not contribute fundaTIlentally to the
moral and intellectual tone of the community. They are
prone to give "snap' judgment on an issue before giving
it adequate consideration. Over one half of these
poorest individuals would not consent to a proposition
just because they b~ew the superintendent favored it.
To a limited degree, the following traits were
found outstanding: self-centered, a busybody, lack of
common sense, and deceitful.
5. Vfuat personal and professional traits should
be ,found in the most desirable tovm school board members?
Chapter J DL:: presents the data gathered concern-
iD,g the best ,and poorest town school board members. A
t
~. consideration of the most desirable reveals the age in
:i
~
years to be 41 to 50 years. Most of' the best received
some college education with a large per cent reaching
,
high school. The business groupf'urnishes the greater
number of' the best town school board members; the pro-
fessions f'urnish the second largest number. The most
outstanding single traits among these individuals are:
honesty, cooperativeness, progressiveness, and intelli-
gence. The most desirable town school board members
are able to manage their ovm personal affairs success-
fully. They are not boastful of' their accomplishments
and can accept success and defeat with equanimity. They
are alert and able to accomplish maximally. In the
case of town school board members is the clearest indi-
cation that members with children in school are better
board members, since 79 per cent of those considered
"best" did have children in school during office tenure
and 57 per cent of the "poorest" did not.
In regard to the prof'essional traits possessed by
the "best" town school board members it is found that
these individuals do not practice nepotism and are free
from political, denominational and fraternal influences.
They are able to think for themselves, resist pressure,
explain reasons for their actions, and are, for the most
part liberal in their views. The most desirable to~m
school board members have a good time sense to enable
them to transact business with dispatch. They have in-
itiative in sponsoring community projects, interest in
community problems, the best interests of the school
uppermost in mi~d, and contribute to the moral and in-
tellectual tone of the community. The good town school
board member considers thoroughly a.·'l)rOposi tion made
before voicing an opinion. l.Iore of the IjOOrest tovm
school board members refuse to consent to a proposition
just because the superintendent favored it than did
the "best" ones.
In the general data the traits I1respect for
authorityH and "unselfishness ll ranked highest. Good
tovm school board me~illers, then, respect professional
authority and are willing to sacrifice personal gain
to the good of the school.
6. ~~at personal and professional traits are
found in the least desirable tovm school board members?
The poorest tO~~l school board members, as concluded
from the data in this study, are from 46 to 51 years of
age, have been r'ecipients of only an elementary edu-
cation or less, and are engaged, for the most part, in
a. pr?fession and business. To a limited degree they
have the following traits outstanding: temperance,
honesty, cleanliness, and courtesy. They continue their
occupation after 'taking office, manage their o~m personal
affairs successfully (to the extent of 60 per cent),
cannot accept success and defeat with eQuanimity, ffild
are not alert and able to accomplish. Over one half of
the poorest tovm school board members do not have
children in schQol during office tenure.
I~ a consideration of the. professional traits
possessed by the least desirable tovm school board mem-
bers , it was found that they VJereil0t free from n8potic
and political influences but relatively free from
fraternal and denorlinational influences. Almost one half
of the "poorest"1 board members do not l)OSsessthe ability
to think for themselves, and over three fourths of them
are not able to resist pressure or explain reasons for
their actions. The poorest tovnl school board members
are cOl1servative in their views. They do .1Ot possess
an efficient time sense, do not show initiative in
sponsoring community projects, show no interest in
community problems, do not always consider the welfare
of the schools, and contribute nothing to the moral and
intellectual tone of the community. The least desir-
able town school members voice opinions on a proposition
before giving it a thorough consideration. They also
show rather a sharp tendency to consent to a proposition
just because the superintendent favors it.
In the general data section it was found that
the traits "self-centered" and "easily influenced" were
most frequently mentioned in relation to the poorest tovm
school board member.
II. GENEHAL COUJ?AltATIVE CONCLUSIONS
1. School trustees, inclUding tOvVllship trustees,
III. THE "HA..LO OF GENER:U ESTDLA.TE"
Before any attempt is made to relate this halo of
general estimate to this study, an understanding of its
I
..
meaning must be made clear. This 'writer found references
to it in tvlO sources. F. 1.1. Symondsl defines the halo
effect 'as "the tendency for judgment of' specific traits
to be influenced by the general impression of the person
or thing being rated." Heference to the application
of the halo effect was found in a study conducted by
F. B. Knight. 2 A Quotation from LTr. Knight's discussion
will further interpret the neaning of the "halo effect. fl
"To make this still clearer, let us assume
that a person likes a certain picture. If
this like is stron~ enough, it will not vary
f'rom 'what ever point of view the picture may
appear. Let it stand on the right of' the person;
he will still like it. Let him see the picture
from the left; he will still. like it. The total
effect being pleasing, it will not be hard to
rationalize his thinking so that the background,
the middle, and the foreground will all appear
to be well-painted. The detail will be correct
or overlooked, and the main features will be
good or easily condoned. We can very well terrIl
this process the spreading of a halo of general
effect to all particular parts. fl
lp. M. Symonds, Measurement in Secondary Education.
p. 348.
2F. B. Knight, Qualities Related to Success In
Teaching. p.52 .
·This halo of general estimate might well have en-
tered into this. 'INri ter' s study. Perhaps the school
superintendents had certain impressions in toto of the
individuals they considered for purposes of this study.
Their answers to the specific questions asked in the
questionnaire may have been eiven on basis of general
impression. Looking at a school trustee from the' aspect.
of his most outstanding traits, his personal, or pro-
fessional traits, the general estimate will still be
present and will be the basis upon which judgment is
found. No measure of its effect has been found.
IV. SUGGj.STIONS FOR FURTII8R HESZA.:EW:tI
~~i1e making this study, certain questions have
arisen which this student presents here with the hope
that these suggestions may be worthy of further research.
1. A study of the comparative merits of a school
system administered as a tOvvnship unit and one adminis-
tered as a county unit.
2. Do the majority of the school trustees in
Indiana belong to the t'best" or "poorest" classification
according to, the traits considered in this study?
3. Vlhat personal and professional qualities are
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B. INTRODUCTORY LETTER ACCOMPANYING QUESTIONNAIRE
SENT TO SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS




As a successful administrator you know that cooperation
within the administrative system of any school is very neces-
sary to that school system's well-being.
In the course of your experience in the schools you
have, undoubtedly, worked with school trustees of two types:
first, those who made worthy contribution to the school
community, and second, those who made no worthy contribution
to the school. Just what kind of a person was this first
individual? ~nat traits or characteristics made him an
asset to the school system? Likewise, what traits or charac-
teristics made this second individual a liability to the
school system?
To answer these questions we must rely on the jUdgment
of those successful superintendents who have been most
closely assoc,iated with these individuals.
Please cooperate with us in making this study a reliable
one by checking the enclosed questionnaire carefully and














2. mnount of education?
Common School High School
4. Please indicate by a check the following trai ts
that you consid~r most outstanding in the to~nship trustee:
1. What was the app roximate age 0 f the indiv idual
when he first took office? Approximate age ~hen
leaving? Sex?----
Professional literature contains certain dogmatic
statements about the qualifications of to~~ship trus-
tees. These statements are not based upon scientific
investigation. We are seeking to find scientifically
just what attributes are desirable in men holding this
office. To accomplish our purpose we are seeking to find
out what traits you consider desirable in a good town-
ship trustee. Your cooperation is necessary to help set
up these standards.
Please cooperate with us by calling to mind the best
tOVvTIship trustee you have ever worlced with and answer
the folloifl.d.ng questions in light of his characteristics.






Please indicate by a check mark (v1 the answers to
the following questions:
Yes No
5. Did the individual continue this occupation
after taking office? __
,.'. 6. JUdging from the individual' s o~ wealth
and standing in the COffiTIIUnity, did he manage his o~
personal affairs suecessfully? (
7. Was he affected by a desire to stand in the
community limelight, or talk unnecessarily about his
own accOmplishments? __
Yes No
24. Did he always consider the welfare of the
school?----------------------















11. Did the individual practice nepotism? ( )
12. Was he free from political influences? ( )
13. Was he free from denominational influences? ( )
14. Was he free from fraternal influences? ( )
15. Could he think for himself? ( )
16. Could he resist pressure? ( )
17. Could he explain reasons for his actions? ( )-
18. Did you cons id er the individual a radical? ( )
19. Was he conservative? ( )
20. Was he liberal? ( )
8. Could he accept success without vain-
glory and defeat. without becoming embittered?----
9.' Was he alert and able to . get things done?_
10. Did he have children in sch·ool during his
term in office?-------------------
21. Did he have a good time-sense to enable him
to save time and transact business with efficiency?_
22. Did he show any initiative of his own in
sponsoring community projects? _
.25. Do you believe that the labors of this in-
dividual contributed to cbnq.itions which have re-
sUlted in a better moral tone in the community and a
quickened intellectual life for all?~ _
26. When a proposition was made by you did he
consider it thoroughly before giving his opinion?__
27. Do you think he ever consented to a proposition
just be.Qause· heknew;tou favored it? ( )
Personal Data
POOREST










Please indicate by a check mark (y/) the answers to
the following questions:
Yes No
5. Did the individual continue this occupation .
after taking office? (
6. Judging from the individual's own wealth and
standing in the. community, did he manage his own
personal affairs successfully? __
. 7. Was he affected by a desire to stand in the
community limelight, or talk unnecessarily about his
own accomplishments? ___
8.. ,Could he accept success wi thout vainglory
and defeat without becoming embittered? _
following questions in light of his characteristics:
township trustee you have ever worked ~1th and answer the
4. Please indicate by a check the following traits
that you consider most outstanding in the township trustee:
1. What was the approximate age of the individual
when he first took office? Approximate age when'
leaving? Sex?----




3. Occupation before taking office?-------
PROFESSIONAL DATA
23. Did he always consider the welfare of the
school? _
Yes No
9. Was he alert and able to get.things done?_ ( ) (




11. Did the individual practice nepotism? () ( )
12. Was he free from political influences? () ( )
13. Was he free from denominational influences? ( ) ( )
14. Was he free from fraternal influences? () ( )
15. Could he think for himself? ( ) ( )
16. Could he resist pressure? ( ) ( )
17. Could he explain reasons for his actions? ( ) ( )
18. Did you consider the individual a radical? ( ) ( )
19. Was he conservative? ( ) ( )
20. Was he liberal? ( ) ( )
21. Did he have a good time-sense to enable him
to save time and transact business with efficiency?_
22. Did he show any initiative of his ovm in
sponsoring community proj ects? _
26. When a proposition was made by you did he
c,onsider it thoroughly before giving hisopinion?__
27. Do you think he ~ver consented to a propo-
sitionjust because he knew yo~ favored it? _
24. Did he show any great interest in community
problems? _
25. Do you believe tha~ the labors of this in-
dividual contributed to conditions which have resulted
in a better moral tone in the community and a quickened
intellectual life for all? (
In a brief statement give any additional material Why
you consider this individual you have been thinking of the
least desirable you have ever known.
Professional literature contains certain do@uatic
statements about the qualifications of city school board mem-
bers. These statements are not based upon scientific in- '
vestigation. We are seeking to find scientifically just
what attributes are desirable in lllen holdine; this office.
To accomplish our purpose we are seeking to find out what
traits you consider desirable in a good board member. Your















4. Please indicate by a check the following traits
that you consider most outstanding in the school board
member:
Please cooperate with us by calling to mind the best
board member you have ever v7Qrked v<li th and answer the fol-
lowing questions in light of his characteristics.
1. ~TIat was the approximate age of the individual
when he first took office? Approximate age when
leaving? SeK? _
2. Amount of education? (Check one)
Common School High School College
3. Occupation before taking office? __
D. QUESTIONNAIRE SENT TO TOVv'N AND
CI1Y Slf~ERINTmqDENTS
Please indicate by a check mark
the following questions:
5. Did the individual continue this occupation
after taking office? __
6. JUdging from the individual"s ovm wealth and
standing in the community, did he manage his 01ml
personal affairs successfully? _
7. Was he affected by a desire to stand in the
community limelight, or talk unnecessarily about his
own accomp Ii shrnent s? _
Yes No
8. Could he accept success without vainglory
and defeat without becoming embittered? )
9~ Was he alert and able to get things done?__ )
10. Did he have children in school during his
term in office?-------------------
PROFESSIO~l~L DATA
21. Did he have a good time-sense to enable him
to save time and transact business with efficiency?_
22. Did he show any initiative of his own in
sponsoring cOIIllluini ty pro jects?-----------
23. Did he always consider the welfare of the
school? t
24. Did he show any great interest in community
problems? _
25. Do you believe that the labors of this in-
dividual contributed to conditions which have resulted
in a better moral tone in the cOl1Munity and a quickened
intellectual life for all? (
26. When a proposition was made by you did he
consider it thoroughly before giving his opinion? _
27. Do you think he ever consented to a propo-





4. Please indicate by a check the following traits















Please indicElte by a check mark
the following questions:
1. ~fuat was the ap~roximate age or the individual
when he rirst took orrice? Approximate age when
leaving? Sex?----
In similar manner call to mind' the least desirable
board member you have ever worked 'wi th and answer the
rollo~Qng questions in light or his characteristics:
In a brier statement give any additional material
why y'ou consider thi s individual you have 'been thinking
or the best you have ever known.
2. Amount of education? (Check ane)
Comraon School High School College
3. Occupation before taking office? _
5. Did the individual continue this occupation (
after taking office?
6. JUdging from the individual's own wealth and
standing in the community, did he manage his own per-
sonal affairs successfully? (
7. Was he affected by a desire to stand in the
community limelight, or talk unnecessarily about his
own accomplishments? ~------
8. Could he accept success without vainglory
and defeat without becoming embittered? _
9. Was he alert and able to get things done?__
10. Did he have children in school during his
term in office? _
PROFESSIONAL DATA
?6. vThen a proposition was made by you did he con-
sider it thoroughly before giving his opinion? (
21. Did he have a good time-sense to enable him to
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11. Did the individual practice 'nepotism? () ( )
12, Was he free from political influences? () ( )
13. Was he free from denominational influences? ( ) ( )
14. Was he free from fraternal influences? () ( )
15. Could he think fo r himself? ( ) ( )
16. Could he resi st pressure? ( ) ( )
17. Could he explain reasons for his actions? () ( )
18. Did you consider the individual a radical? ( ) ( )
19. Was he conservative? ( ) ( )
20. Was he liberal? ( ) ( )
22. Did he show any initiative of his ovnl in
sponsoring community proj ects? _
23. Did he always consider the welfare of the
school?------------------------
24. Did he show any great interest in community
prOblems? _
25. Do you believe that the labors of this in-
dividual contributed to conditions which have resulted
in a better moral tone in the community and a Quickened
intellectual life for all? (
27. Do you think he ever consented to a propo-
sition just because he knew you favored it? _
In a brief statement give any additional material
why you consider this individual you have been thinking
of the least desirable you have ever known.
